MINI5280 Newsletter- December 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to ad d secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Hi there!

IN THIS ISSUE

Here we are, another year down. We had a huge growth in membership this year
and have been fortunate to welcome some more good friends. With all of the events
that were scheduled each month there was so much opportunity to continue to
gather and build the most fun friendships in the Rockies. I hope that you were able
to make an event or two to MINI even just little…with some of us a little fun and
good times go a long way!










Welcome New Members
Merch Madness Promo
What Happened Last Month
MINItainment
MINIs In the Mountains 2017
Currently Scheduled Upcoming Events
MINI5280 Merchandise
Membership Info

Club Links
Here’s to finishing 2016 in our normal NOT NORMAL style. Happy December!
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE 1ST
OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! Please email all newsletter
submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

6.
7.
8.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members:
 John and Stacy Varga
 Kim Stone

 Krista Turner
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The rules are easy:
1. Purchase an item from the MINI5280 Store.
2. Get “caught” wearing or having it with you at any event.
3. Win a small surprise!
The SMALL print:
 To win the small surprise you must be documented
(photographed) with your merchandise at an event by an officer and it
must be submitted to secretary@mini5280.org for publication in
newsletter. This will serve as official acknowledgment for receipt of
the surprise.
 Surprises are awarded only the first time you are “caught”. No
repeats…who do you think we are?
 This promo will run through the rest of 2016…probably. Maybe
beyond that. We haven’t decided yet. 

Yalla Yalla- November 5
-submitted by Melissa Benson
Yalla Yalla 2016 is in the books. Rhonda and I would like to thank those who helped plan and execute
the adventure.
Great big thanks to Schomp MINI for funding a majority of the event.
For helping fine tune the route, thanks to Jamie Shope, Mike Hillier, Erin Shay and Carl Johnson.
(Also Clara, Rocket, Dusty, Seger, Snowflake and Gus!)
For creating the perfect badge, thank you Kristan Haynes.
You can thank Carl for creating an excellent CD and fun questions to go with it.
For donating goodies to give away we thank Jon & Cami at MINI of Loveland (so many prizes!!),
Brian Peterman at Avalon Motorsports, Weisco Motorcars, Artistic Reflection, and Griots Garage.
Activities along the route couldn’t have happened without Carl Johnson & Sawyer Benson, Jamie
Shope, Erin Shay, and James Haynes & Mike Hillier.
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Thanks to Brian Peterman and Carl Johnson for providing lots of interesting car parts and to William
Benson for fashioning them into something resembling trophies.
In addition, many of these folks helped in countless ways not listed. If any names have been omitted
any names, please know you are appreciated.
And YOU! The drivers and copilots who navigated the route, we thank you for trusting us. Sorry if we
steered you wrong here or there.
As you can see, it takes many hands to put together this event. We hope you had fun and look
forward to a new adventure next year!
-the following pictures submitted by Diana Peterman

The architects of the event, Rhonda and Melissa.

Stationmaster Erin sits alone with Rhonda guarding the Minion Joust.
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-the following pictures submitted by Jamie Shope
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So I had my 13 year old ride shotgun for Yalla Yalla this year. Taylor is fond of car rides, but the
navigational skills of this child will be the downfall for her driving existence. How can I follow
directions when she falls asleep in the car??? It was sunny and morning time when we hit the road. I
couldn’t get past the third page of directions. I told her by 1;30pm if we didn’t get to the end point we
were going to open the envelope. We got the DNF since we opened the envelope. I think the DNF
should actually read DON’T NEED FINES instead of Didn’t Finish!!
Great day with great friends!!
Kimberly and Taylor Krug

It’s an evolution, the brainchild of Melissa Benson. Show us the before/after pictures of your MINI’s
mods!

Teeny Little Super Guy. - Jay Leonardy
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Not many changes to Rocket except blue pinstripes and a sunroof sticker. Thanks to Kristan for all
the sticker work. She did great with mini Clara and again with Rocket! –Carl Johnson

Before: Mister Nigel Murray
After: Sir Nigel Murray
Other than adding the graphics, he remains stock. -Bob Burgess

Here is Dusty the day I brought her home. And one from this summer. The only detail missing is her
red rim blades. –Melissa Benson
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This is my MINI! Her name is Midna! The list of "mods" I've done:
Plasti Dipped Rims; MINI OEM Crossbars and Rhino Rack basket with some roof flood lights; Spare
Tire in the roof rack; Front teeth, for fun; Blacked out most of the trim and hood scoop; Resonator
Delete on exhaust; Darker Window Tint. -Matt Barsoum

Somebody missed the deadline.

Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com

-by Diana Peterman

Here are a few quick Colorado driving permit questions. Let’s see how you fare after all these years
from that time you took the test!
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1. All trucks and buses have
front and rear blind spots.
front, side, and rear blind spots.
front and side blind spots.
none of the above.






2. When turning corners, use the ________ method to turn the steering wheel.
hand-off-hand method
hand-by-hand method
two-hand-button method
grip-and-slide method






3. Which of the following statements is NOT correct?
When driving around bicycles, increase your following distance.
Motorcycles are entitled to the same full lane width as other vehicles.
Never drive beside a motorcycle in the same lane.
Bicycles and motorcycles move slower and stop slower than expected.






4. Which of the following statements is true?
In metropolitan areas, you must signal continuously for 100 feet before making a turn.
At speeds above 55 mph, you must signal continuously for 100 feet before making a lane change.
In metropolitan areas, you must signal continuously for 50 feet before making a turn.
In urban areas, you must signal continuously for 200 feet before making a turn.






5. You are on a multilane highway and approach an emergency vehicle that has stopped along the
side of the road. You must
come to a complete stop.
increase your speed to pass the emergency vehicle quickly.
leave at least one lane between your vehicle and the emergency vehicle, if possible.
maintain a following distance of about 50 feet from the emergency vehicle.






6. Because of their size, trucks and buses often need to move ________to make right turns.
beyond the intersection
into the right lane
into the left lane
onto the shoulder






7. When passing and reentering the lane in front of trucks or buses, drivers must maintain a
constant speed because trucks and buses require
less time to stop than cars do.
less room to maneuver than cars do.
longer distances to slow down than cars do.
shorter distances to slow down than cars do.
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8. Drivers must use the _______ rule to maintain a safe following distance.
three-second rule
five-second rule
four-second rule
two-second rule






9. When vehicles meet on a steep, narrow road that is not wide enough for two vehicles, the
vehicle going downhill
must go first.
must yield the right-of-way to the vehicle going uphill.
must make a U-turn.
must move simultaneously with the vehicle going uphill.






10. A loaded truck traveling at 55 mph with good tires and properly adjusted brakes on a clear, dry
roadway requires a minimum of ________ to come to a complete stop.
200 feet
250 feet
280 feet
290 feet
November MINItainment answer:

AXLE
BEARING
CAMSHAFT
CLUTCH
CONDENSER
CRANKSHAFT
DIFFERENTIAL
ENGINE

FAN
MODULE
PISTON
RADIATOR
ROTOR
TRANSMISSION
VALVE

WHERE: Steamboat Springs, Headquarter Hotel: http://steamboatgrand.com
WHEN: 08/09 - 08/13/17!
BONUS EVENT: http://steamboatwinefestival.com
We’ll be updating the MITM site as we move forward and the web portal should be open as we iron
out the kinks, set up the registration page and get ready to go live!
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See the new calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the calendar on the
MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar.

MINI5280 Calendar




10 Dec
MiniCOW Christmas Party
15 Dec
Craig Hospital Toy Drive and Schomp MINI Holiday Party
17 Dec
Mystery Event For the Working Person’s Schedule aka “traditional” MINI5280
Annual Potluck

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them with #mini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that enables its users to take pictures and videos, and share
them either publicly or privately on the app, as well as through a variety of other social networking platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and
Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)

Remember to visit our store at CafePress! Just click on the logo of your choice and see what fun
things you can order!
Click the following link to get the goods now:

MINI5280 CafePress Store
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Use the links below from our website for information and direction about your membership:
General Membership Info

Renewing Members

New Membership

To Check Your Membership Expiration

A Christmas present we should all be so lucky to open! –Image taken from a
random place on the internet.

Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in
the following month's newsletter!
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